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ON IMPLEMENTING A NEW TECHNOLOGY
SYl-lLABlJS IN QUEENSLAND SCHOOLS.

Hunt and Allan Harrison

This study explored factors that favoured and
~HH~~~ted the implementation of the new Key Learning

Technology syllabus (QSA, 2003a) in Queensland.
sought to identify and clarify the implementation

needs of the system, districts, schools and teachers.
The aim was to help the system to target specific
areas when developing a professional development
program for schools. The implementing system differs
from the statutory authority responsible for the
curriculum development and provision of print and e
based initial in-service materials (QSA, 2003b). The
audience for this paper is the education system's
curriculum implementation branch. Our questions
asked 1. What are the perceived needs and technology
education expectations of schools implementing the

llabus? 2. What vision do schools have for
technology? How can schools be assisted in developing
this vision? 3. What strategies do schools have in
place to enhance "working technologically'" under the

syllabus? 4. What factors and actions enhance or
inhibit the syllabus's implementation? The factors
that impact on implementation include systemic and
district implementation models, teachers' views of
technology, the relationship of technology to other
key learning areas, assessment in an outcomes-based
syllabus and to a lesser extent teaching time,
networks and resources and physical space. The most
apparent factor is teachers' limited understanding of
syllabus outcomes and difficulty in 'making sense of

tcomes'. Observations show that teachers' planning
stalls when they need to identify appropriate
conceptual learning that links to an outcome, and

plan learning activities that address the
outcomes.
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PERSPECTIVES ON IMPLEMENTING A NEW TECHNOLOGY
SYLLABUS IN QUEENSLAND SCHOOLS.

John HWlt and Allan Harrison

Abstract

This study explored factors that favoured and
inhibited the implementation of the new Key Learning
Area Technology syllabus (QSA, 2003a) in Queensland.
It sought to identify and clarify the implementation
needs of the system, districts, schools and teachers.
The aim was to help the system to target specific
areas when developing a professional development
program for schools. The implementing system differs
from the statutory authority responsible for the
curriculum development and provision of print and e
based initial in-service materials (QSA, 2003b). The
audience for this paper is the education system's
curricul um implementation branch. Our questions
asked: 1. What are the perceived needs and technology
education expectations of schools implementing the
syllabus? 2. What vision do schools have for
technology? How can schools be assisted in developing
this vision? 3. What strategies do schools have in
place to enhance "working technologically" under the
new syllabus? 4. What factors and actions enhance or
inhibit the syllabus's implementation? The factors
that impact on implementation include systemic and
district implementation models, teachers' views of
technology, the relationship of technology to other
key learning areas, assessment in an outcomes-based
syllabus and to a lesser extent teaching time,
networks and resources and physical space. The most
apparent factor is teachers' limited understanding of
syllabus outcomes and difficulty in 'making sense of
outcomes'. Observations show that teachers' planning
stalls when they need to identify appropriate
conceptual learning that links to an outcome, and
then plan learning activities that address the
specific outcomes.
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for Years 1-10 (Queensland Studies Authority
was released for schools in 2003. These materials comprise

~YHauuS, sourcebook modules, and a CDROM of case studies and
desig11ed to educate and guide teachers. The syllabus has an

and encourages the development of higher
concept differentiation skills in teachers and students.

a ne\tV l\..ey Learning Area (KIA) for primary schools, and
to reconceptualise the subject's content and pedagogy.

1110re than an amalgam of traditional junior secondary school
Business Studies, Information Teclmology, Agricultural

I-Iome Economics. Further, the syllabus is outcomes-based such
and assessment focuses on concept learning and,

pV~;:).Lu.l.'--, thinking. The syllabus is based on an approach to
r.nf'·.~r'o",I.r'r<"Ilrnractice that differs from that of other states in that it does not use

Malze and Appraise (l)MA) model. The system has chosen to
set to four phases: Investigate and Ideate in which leanlers

possible solutions (formerly Design), Produce (Make) and
Some Australian states have chosen to collocate science

1~""''''.''"Y'i",lr... rn;r in the one curriculum document. Together, the Queensland
a substantial challenge for teachers.

identified several areas of knowledge necessary for teaching,
iill"r'hlt'illll",IT knowledge of the curriculum, knowledge of students, subject matter

pedagogical knowledge, and knowledge of ways to teach
of content (pedagogical content knowledge, or PCK). PCK is

expert teachers and is more than good pedagogy. PCK is necessary
like technology and is developed from content,
of students, curriculum and assessment, and is

teacher's beliefs about leanling and teaching, as vvell as
'--''-/,~A'-'''''_'{''lL'lAVUl frarnes such as school organization and assessment (Magnusson,

& 1999). Jones, Moreland and Chambers (2001, p.l)
the need for teachers to construct such a knowledge base if \tVe

'L".-"-',,--,LL'-'L oJ to add teclmology teaching to the learning areas that they are
teach ... enhanced teacher kno\tVledge related to concepts about

and concepts in different areas of teclmology "vill
vvhich is essential in supporting and enhancing

-LJ'\.",V,"--.lVPU.l,"--HL of nevv knowledge for a KIA requires teachers to
advance their knovvledge in several areas and levels, and may
to re-examine their vieV\Ts of teaching and learning, Teachers

'L''-J',UloJJ,'--'l.'-dl U,,'UA.'-' support in making contextual and conceptual changes. It is
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A new Technology syllabus for Years 1-10 (Queensland Studies Authority
[QSA), 2003a) was released for schools in 2003. These materials comprise
the new syllabus, sourcebook modules, and a CDROM of case studies and
presentations designed to educate and guide teachers. The syllabus has an
embedded futures perspective and encourages the development of higher
order thinking, and concept differentiation skills in teachers and students.

Technology is a new Key Learning Area (KLA) for primary schools, and
requires teachers to reconceptualise the subject's content and pedagogy.
Technology is more than an amalgam of traditional junior secondary school
Manual Arts, Business Studies, Information Teclmology, Agricultural
Science, and Home Economics. Further, the syllabus is outcomes-based such
that planning, teaching and assessment focuses on concept learning and,
where possible, high-level thinking. The syllabus is based on an approach to
technology practice that differs from that of other states in that it does not use
the Design, Malze and Appraise (DMA) model. The system has chosen to
expand this set to four phases: Investigate and Ideate in which leamers
explore and plan possible solutions (formerly Design), Produce (Make) and
Evaluate (Appraise). Some Australian states have chosen to collocate science
and technology in the one curriculum document. Together, the Queensland
changes are a substantial challenge for teachers.

Shulman (1986) identified several areas of knowledge necessary for teaching,
including knowledge of the curriculum, knowledge of students, subject matter
knowledge, general pedagogical knowledge, and knowledge of ways to teach
specific aspects of content (pedagogical content knowledge, or PCK). PCK is
unique to expert teachers and is more than good pedagogy. PCK is necessary
to teach key subjects like teclmology and is developed from content,
pedagogy, knowledge of students, curriculum and assessment, and is
influenced by the teacher's beliefs about leaming and teaching, as well as
contextual fran1es such as school organization and assessment (Magnusson,
Krajcik & Borko, 1999). Jones, Moreland and Chambers (2001, p.l)
comment on the need for teachers to construct such a knowledge base if we
expect "teachers to add technology teaching to the lean1ing areas that they are
required to teach ... enhanced teacher knowledge related to concepts about
the nature of technology and concepts in different areas of technology will
promote quality feedback, which is essential in supporting and enhancing
learning". Development of new knowledge for a KLA requires teachers to
simultaneously advance their Imowledge in several areas and levels, and may
also ask them to re-examine their views of teaching and leaming, Teachers
need considerable support in making contextual and conceptual changes. It is
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sought are readily available in environments where
culture and opportunities exists for reflection in, on

& Hargreaves, 1992). 1--'he help needed ~rill

support, nevv content and pedagogical knowledge, supportive
rather than abstract lrno\vledge. These

enable teachers to embed the new curriculum lrnowledge in
rrable 1 illustrates the pedagogical shift

the uptake of tlns ne\v syllabus.

ne,v peaagogles (adapted from UNESCO publication: lCT in
and Education, n.d.)

Instructional
pedagogies

Teacher centred

Didacti.c

Constructional pedagogies

Leaner centred

Interactive

role Fact teller Collaborator

l.J"-''-'''''Ul'~JL'''''-' role

Always expert

Listener

Always learner

Information source

Didactic

Sometimes expert

Collaborator

Sometimes expert

Listener

Facts Relationships

Memorisation Inquiry and invention

Accumulation of facts Transformation of facts

Norm referenced

Multiple choice items

Drill and practice

Quality of understanding

Criterion referenced

COmD1Wlication,
collaboration, infoIDlation
access and expression
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suggested that the changes sought are readily available in environments where
there is a collaborative culture and opportunities exists for reflection in, on
and about practice (Fullan & Hargreaves, 1992). The help needed will
include in-class support, new content and pedagogical knowledge, supportive
networks and knowledge-in-action rather than abstract lmowledge. These
strategies should enable teachers to embed dIe new curriculum knowledge in
the context of new pedagogies. Table 1 illustrates dIe pedagogical shift
required to assist ,~~dl the upta.ke of tills new syllabus.

Table 1: The new pedagogies (adapted from UNESCO publication: ICT in
Primary and Secondary Education, n.d.)

Classroom activity

Teacher role

Student role

Instructional
pedagogies

Teacher centred

Didactic

Fact teller

Always expert

Listener

Always learner

Constructional pedagogies

Leaner centred

Interactive

Collaborator

Sometimes expert

Collaborator

Sometimes expert

Expert role: science
educator and
scientist

Instructional
emphasis

Concept of
knowledge

Demonstration of
success

Information source Listener

Didactic

Facts Relationships

Memorisation Inquiry and invention

Accumulation of facts Transformation of facts

Quantity Quality of understanding

Assessment

Teclmology use

Norm referenced

Multiple choice items

Drill and practice

Criterion referenced

Communication,
collaboration, infomlation
access and expression
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;J UU Ul V HIe:: SUPPOIt n1aterials to teachers is insufficient to ensure that
(QSA, 2003a) vvill be effectively implemented.

and collaboration (Fullan & Hargreaves, 1992). are
ideas are sought inside and outside one's setting. A

v l..U;JU CU.J.an Acadelny of Teclmological Sciences & Engineering,
.ll'Ul."-o.ll.l."-JUL.I."--"-" deficiencies in Australian teachers' knowledge and pedagogy

highlighted the need to enhance teacher knowledge, and
Ullplementation of nevv technology programs. The new syllabus

including teachers' ability to conceptualise, plan,
assess the technology concepts derived from the syllabus.
evaluating some teachers' responses to these changes.

therefore explored and identilied factors that favoured or
of the Technology syllabus. The evaluation of

L"-'U ....oJ!.jUlAJ!.~ considers the needs of three educational audiences: (1) systemic
needs and (3) school and teacher needs.

the following questions emerged from the education literature,
our nrevious work with technology teachers (Hunt, Appleton &

What are the perceived needs and technology education
expectations of schools implementing the syllabus?

2. What vision do schools have for technology? How can schools be
assisted in developing this vision?

do schools have in place to enhance "working
under the new syllabus?

or inhibit the syllabus's

"'vvhat is happening here" (Erickson, 1986) seemed best
clualltative 111ethods. Therefore the methodology was designed to

voices of its multiple participants (Denzin & Lincoln,
Multiple data collection points were employed to

into the teacher knowledge, lean1ing, skills and
IHUlU,Fl\..- data sources enhance the study's trustworthiness by
consider episodes \vhere positive and negative findings are

& l-lincoln, 1989). This study "vas conducted over six
JLUl'JJUl,-,.I. Jh', .... iI/,nrn' .... rr- us to become sensitive to the meanings in the data. This

to SOlne sources to collect additional data to clarify
1998).
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Simply supplying support materials to teachers is insufficient to ensure that
the Technology syllabus (QSA, 2003a) will be effectively implemented.
Periods of reflection and collaboration (Fullan & Hargreaves, 1992). are
required where new ideas are sought inside and outside one's setting. A
recent repOlt (Australian Academy of Teclmological Sciences & Engineering,
2002) identified deficiencies in Australian teachers' knowledge and pedagogy
in Technology, and highlighted the need to enhance teacher knowledge, and
SUPPOlt the implementation of new technology programs. The new syllabus
presents many challenges including teachers' ability to conceptualise, plan,
resow-ce, teach and assess the teclmology concepts derived from the syllabus.
TIllS study begins by evaluating some teachers' responses to these changes.

Tllis study therefore explored and identified factors that favow-ed or
inllibited implementation of the Technology syllabus. The evaluation of
teaching considers tile needs of three educational audiences: (1) systenlic
needs, (2) district needs and (3) school and teacher needs.

Consequently, the following questions emerged from the education literature,
reports and our previous work with technology teachers (Hunt, Appleton &
HaITison, 2004):

1. What are the perceived needs and teclmology education
expectations of schools implementing the syllabus?

2. What vision do schools have for technology? How can schools be
assisted in developing tllls vision?

3. What strategies do schools have in place to enhance "working
technologically" under the new syllabus?

4. What factors and actions enhance or inhibit tlle syllabus's
implementation?

METHODOLOGY

Our interest in "what is happening here" (Erickson, 1986) seemed best
served by qualitative methods. Therefore the methodology was designed to
allow us to 'hear' the voices of its multiple participants (Denzin & Lincoln,
1994; Patton, 2000). Multiple data collection points were employed to
provide successive insights into the teacher knowledge, learning, skills and
interest. These multiple data sources enhance tlle study's trustworthiness by
allowing us to consider episodes where positive and negative findings are
considered (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). This study was conducted over six
montlls, allowing us to become sensitive to tile meanings in tile data. This
allowed us to return to some sources to collect additional data to clarify
meanings (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).
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factors tllat enhanced and inllibited the implementation
L-1..-lillU10gv syllabus (QSA, 2003a) in Queensland schools. From

we \Jvere interested in ways to support syllabus
vvhilst from a school perspective, \"re vvere interested in

of support required to enhance Technology syllabus
lLA.Jl.LtJ.Jl'-'.L.Jl.L'""Ac.LL<AL.L'U'.LJt. 1~he usefulness and adequacy of the data collected to answer

'VjUl"'-'L>L.L'J'.LJtL> vvas considered in each of these contexts to provide
v'lays the systenl ITlight support schools and teachers to provide

u...A,HHv.LogJcal experiences for students.

r""' ....'''''' .... '('r-.--. was conducted in two school districts. District 1 is described as
vvith a catchment of some 50 public schools. District 2

37 public schools in an area described as both regional
a significant regional centre on the coast and a large

~ 'J'~A "-"''-'LA of smaller schools (1-3 teachers) in a rural, almost remote belt

sources utilised included:

surveys of teacher perceptions about technology education (Rennie &

teacher ideas of classroom practice, Dra\v a technology teacher
&ADDleton. 2001);

..Jl.UL·...... U"<..-'...... VLU from audio-interviews conducted during workshops,
classroonl visits and individual interviews about practice and belief;

"cu.uIJ.L~" of teacher unit preparation;

surveys of beliefs about technology;

1L"-''-_'ALAJl\JA'JF. y cuniculunl implementation questionnaire (Lewthwaite,

..... <l.........L>'L.... "'VLLJ from electronic discussion; and

"'='rC'",n~I enlail comnlunication.

sources identified a series of issues that appear to impact on
Ll.LJl~.ll"',A.ll.ll·'-'.ll.lllc<-"-LL'-.J'A.Aof tllls nev\! syllabus.

Perspectives on implementing new technology syllabus

The Context
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The study explored factors that enhanced and inhibited the implementation
of the new Technology syllabus (QSA, 2003a) in Queensland schools. From
a systemic perspective, we were interested in ways to support syllabus
implemcntation, whilst from a school perspective, we were interested in
schools' perceptions of support required to enhance Technology syllabus
in1plementation. The usefuh1ess and adequacy of the data collected to answer
the research questions was considered in each of these contexts to provide
indications of ways the system might support schools and teachers to provide
richer technological experiences for students.

The Events

The research was conducted in two school districts. District 1 is described as
an urban region ",-ith a catchment of some 50 public schools. District 2
comprises around 37 public schools in an area described as both regional
and rural, with a significant regional centre on the coast and a large
proportion of smaller schools (1-3 teachers) in a rural, almost remote belt
some three hours away.

The data sources utilised included:

•

•

•

•

•

surveys of teacher perceptions about technology education (Relmie &
Jarvis, 2000);

tests of teacher ideas of classroom practice, Draw a technology teacher
(Jane &Appleton, 2001);

transcripts from audio-interviews conducted during workshops,
classroom visits and individual interviews about practice and belief;

work samples of teacher unit preparation;

online surveys of beliefs about technology;

technology cuni.culun1 implementation questionnaire (Lewthwaite,
2001)

transcripts from electronic discussion; and

• personal email cornmunication.

Data fyom these sources identified a series of issues that appear to impact on
the implementation of tills new syllabus.
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~rt.<=,... 1-,I·~c.rj and discussed are clusters of ideas that need to be better
system if more effective implementation strategies are to

included:

nuolelnentatIon 1110dels: leadership and perceived priority;

and aSSeSSlllent;

Outcomes-based syllabus implementation; and

lmplementatlon Models: Leadership and Perceived Priority:

rp-cp-"llr"h focused on the perceived strengths and weaknesses of the two
models: the first district (D 1) used external facilitators to

JU..1I.Jl.IlJ ......., .........,-' ......~ the whilst the other (D2) used for the most part a local
JL.J\..JlL.l'L,C:U..-Jl'J.ll..ll. Adviser. D 1 sought to reach all schools in tlle district (n=40).

W(-':llB V-lIln~t": schools eventually participated, vvith some schools encouraging
or more teachers to participate. Support was tlrrough the provision of

relief funds to attend workshops during school hours. All teachers
L'L&. ....,Jl. ... '-'A..... .I.'-"0Il, vvanting to become a Key Teacher-Technology. This is

important aspect. The D 1 curriculum leadership group sought
outside the education system to deliver fue PD and to support
the syllabus implementation. This district worked witll

IlJ"--'JI. UI"-' .•l......... ·'-'1I. from the local university to develop 4 full day and 2 half-days
of professional development followed by semester-long in
luentoring. The intensive stage involved two phases and \i\'as

pedagogical practices fuat reflected a shift from
to constIuctivist pedagogics (Table 1). Given the

of the syllabus, a pedagogical shift to\i\Tards
\i\TaS considered necessalY to enable this new KIA to be

illl01enlented. The altenlative was a retunl to previous practices that in
were knovvn to be unsuccessful. In l:lhase 1, Year 1-10 teachers

of t.echnology', the similarities and differences that exist
belJNe:en tradItlonal vievvs of teclmology and modenl curriculunl aims. These

actions. In Phase 2, the teachers explored and
p,--ua5U6.l'--~needed to teach tlle knowledge developed in Phase

studied the in-school experience of the teachers as they
Imple:ru(:nttng the nevv Technology syllabus in 2004: in-class and online
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The issues identified and discussed are clusters of ideas that need to be better
understood by the system if more effective implementation strategies are to
be employed and included:

•

•

•

•

•

District implementation models: leadership and perceived priority;

Views of technology;

Planning and assessment;

Outcomes-based syllabus implementation; and

Networks.

District Implementation Models: Leadership and Perceived Priority:

The research focused on the perceived strengths and weaknesses of the two
implementation models: the first district (D 1) used external facilitators to
implement the syllabus whilst the other (D2) used for the most part a local
Education Adviser. Dl sought to reach all schools in the district (n~40).

Twenty-three schools eventually participated, with some schools encouraging
two or more teachers to participate. Support was through the provision of
teacher relief funds to attend workshops during school hours. All teachers
were self-identified, wanting to become a Key Teacher-Technology. TIllS is
seen as an important aspect. The D 1 curriculum leadership group sought
expertise from outside the education system to deliver the PD and to support
and monitor the syllabus implementation. TIlls district worked with
personnel from the local wliversity to develop 4 full day and 2 half-days
(intensive stage) of professional development followed by semester-long in
class and online mentoring. The intensive stage involved two phases and was
based on modelling pedagogical practices that reflected a shift from
traditional pedagogies to consuuctivist pedagogies (Table 1). Given the
constructivist underpinnings of the syllabus, a pedagogical shift towards
constructivist practice was considered neceSSaIy to enable this new KLA to be
better implemented. The alternative was a rerunl to previous practices that in
instances were kno\lvn to be unsuccessful. In Phase 1, Year 1-10 teachers
explored 'the nature of technology', the similarities aIld differences that exist
between traditional views of teclmology and modem curriculum aims. These
were building aIld clarifying actions. In Phase 2, the teachers explored and
developed the pedagogies needed to teach the knowledge developed in Phase
1, while Phase 3 studied the in-school experience of the teachers as they
begin implementing the new Technology syllabus in 2004: in-elass and online
mentoring.
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to publish their design t'lsks/briefs online for
cohort using this conll11unication strategy showed

in understanding and dealing with the issues of
(2004) concluded his report to the system vvith this

Intemn H.eport indicates that the participating teachers ,iVill
\.AILUIJ~)ed to fill their role/s as Key rreachers-Technology". This

that it would continue to support key teachers tlrrough
leaders' toolkit training program, providing the skills necessary to

v\lith colleagues and other schools. In a survey of participating
~~~~"--'......,~ ... U" comments included: "flexibility allowed in implementation showed

unaerstlncllng, the pace "vas good and we were not as rushed as a
professional development". l'hese teachers have since
networks across the district and have managed three one

2004).

schools (n=37) were supported by an Education
LU.HV~J. ,:HLy staff. Schools ""Tere offered a choice of three one-day,

sessions. This delivery model ,vas not negotiated with the PD
1'his model is currently the one preferred, or rather in common
systenl. It does not provide opportunity for reflection on matters

'V'J'j........' ..."' ......... and collaboration across distance and time (Fullan & Hargreaves,
Teachers received one day of Professional Development (PD) only,

staff. Forty teachers participated at two sites (Site
Site A was an urban coastal tovvn and Site B was a rural

3 hours froIll the coast. After these events, the education adviser
assumed responsibility for supporting schools and their staff. It is our

reconceptualisation required for effective implementation
achieved when the PD provider (EA) has a developing and limited

L4.Jl ... '.Jl"--'AcJ1LVLAA'L4..lUl. ...fi-\ of the syllabus, that is, lacking in the specific PCK of the
the system, EAs have a generic role focussed on effective

A"--'U.AA.A.,ILLI.fi-\ rather than KLA specificity. In a report to Education
·p.~lrri·l't..... rr progress in district 2, Eborn (2004) reported" ... the

of a greater understanding and application of the
and the establishment of significant networks has not

as originally hoped". A teacher in this district told us:
rushed to do it." Comments from teachers in both districts

11\.,.1. ceived pressure felt vvith systemic delivered PD, where one
of consecutive, intensive ,,,'orkshops lead to information

from outside the district's urban centre received hnnted
education adviser, a conunon problem associated ",rith

~!.~\..rronic discussion list requested and made available to these
nn~uc>rC'~hT facilitators ,,,,as not used.
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Teachers were encouraged to publish their design tasks/briefs online for
collegial critique. The cohort using tlus communication strategy showed
considerable groHth in understanding and dealing with tlle issues of
inlplementation. Hay (2004) concluded llis report to tlle system wifu tllls
comment: "... the Interim Report indicates iliat tlle participating teachers will
in time be equipped to fill their role/s as Key Teachers-Technology". This
district indicated that it would continue to support key teachers tlrrough
access to a leaders' toolkit training program, providing fue skills necessary to
share practice with colleagues and otl1er schools. In a survey of participating
teachers, comments included: "flexibility allowed in implementation showed
a very good understanding, fue pace was good and we were not as rushed as a
lot of systemic professional development". These teachers have since
developed wider networks across tlle district and have managed tlrree one
day conferences (to July 2004.).

In the second district, schools (n~37) were supported by an Education
Adviser and university staff. Schools were offered a choice of three one-day,
one-off sessions. Tlus delivery model was not negotiated with the PD
providers. This model is currently the one preferred, or rafuer in common
use, by ilie system. It does not provide opportunity for reflection on matters
of concern and collaboration across distance and time (Fullan & Hargreaves,
1992). Teachers received one day of Professional Development (PD) only,
delivered by Uluversity staff. Forty teachers participated at two sites (Site
A~32; Site B~8). Site A was an urban coastal town and Site B was a rural
conrrnunity 3 hours from the coast. After tl1ese events, ilie education adviser
(EA) assUI11ed responsibility for supporting schools and their staff. It is our
belief that the reconceptualisation required for effective implementation
cannot be achieved when the PD provider (EA) has a developing and linUted
understanding of fue syllabus, that is, lacking in the specific PCK of the
curriculunl area. In the system, EAs have a generic role focussed on effective
teaclung and learning rather ilian KiA specificity. In a report to Education
Queensland regarding progress in district 2, Eborn (2004) reported "... the
broad development of a greater understanding and application of the
technology KLA and the establislrrnent of significant networks has not
progressed as broadly as originally hoped". A teacher in fuis district told us:
"I feel that we're rushed to do it." Comments from teachers in bofu districts
described the perceived pressure felt with systemic delivered PD, where one
or more days of consecutive, intensive workshops lead to information
overload. Schools from outside the district's urban centre received limited
support from the education adviser, a common problem associated witll
distance. The electronic discussion list requested and made available to these
schools by the Ulliversity facilito'1tors was not used.
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that districts taking a strategic and extended-delivery
enhance teachers' acceptance and delivery of new curricula.

shows teachers that they value syllabus change by
extenlal advice, release time and financial support, teachers

"liCTnPT'ct'1T-'" of the PD. The 'dump and lun' model of PD has
evidenced in Eborn's (2004) [mal report. In contrast, Hay

rn1-orlll1rf,="c his report V\~th these comments: "'rhe exposure has had a
on these teachers' self-perception and greatly enhanced their

the networking (both fomlal and informal) and the
.llJl. ... ,,~ .... Jl. ...'J'.lllL.ll ....,!-, progTam, these teachers have grovvn professionally in knovvledge

1n,nl","'n-'I-"'1"II·'.1t·1"1'-' of the Teclul010gy KIA, and developed skills that vvill
to influence others in their schools about the

irnplementation" .

prhn"l"cnra Stories From the Field

both districts showed that teachers have well developed views
teclmO!ogy as a KIA. This is not surprising given that most attendees were

J'vJlJl-J. ....Jl'-'J..LILJ.JlJl'-'JlJ. Data drawn from teachers' experiences in both districts shovv
of stories about perceptions and practice that are of interest to the
cumculwn inlplementation staff and are illustrated in the comments

shown us some Power Point presentations about defining
tprhnology isn't leT." TIns teacher identifies a fundamental problenl

11lany schools and lmown from anecdotal reports to be widespread.
to delineate betvveen information and communication technologies

KIA Technology remains problematic. Another teacher told us:
area is Home Economics, so I actually feel that the

is very similar to the way I have always taught. I feel
practice process in that sense." This teacher links

current practice in home economics but did not deal with
of outcomes or conceptual understanding. 1-'his was a common
schools in both districts.

to be poorly understood and we are concerned at the
towards 'maIling sense of outcomes'. IdentifYing what
in terms of technology practice and conceptual

11""1lrf,o,rcl- ..... ".rl11'.ITC seem to rely on a variant of the 'do-kIIO'tV' idea used by the
'-..·"-"'-',,, .... ,.''-'U..'--<.''A.A 'L.l'-"v'-'J.,J ..........~J.J. Whilst it is easy to identifY technology practice (the

of technology) frolll an outcome, a cormnon belief in
the part of the outcome defines 'the kn0 ,tV' or

Klll:::)\tV,Le02'C. l'hat is, the kIlo'tVledge and the knovvledge about skills
observations sho,,,, that teachers do not clearly identify
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We conclude {i'om this that districts taking a strategic and extended-delivery
approach to PD enhance teachers' acceptance and delivery of new curricula.
When management shows teachers that they value syllabus change by
supporting it with extemal advice, release time and financial support, teachers
take greater ownership of the PD. The 'dump and mn' model of PD has
limited impact as evidenced in Ebom's (2004.) fmal report. In contrast, Hay
(2004.) concludes his report VI~th these comments: "The exposure has had a
positive impact on these teachers' self-perception and greatly enhanced their
self-belief Through the networking (bOtll fomlal and informal) and the
mentoring program, these teachers have grown professionally in knowledge
and implementation of the Teclmology KIA, and developed skills that will
enhance their ability to influence others in their schools about ilie
Technology KIA implementation".

Views ofTechnology: Stories From the Field

Evidence from both districts showed that teachers have well developed views
of teclmology as a KIA. This is not surprising given tllat most attendees were
self-identifiers. Data drawn from teachers' experiences in botll districts show
a blend of stories about perceptions and practice that are of interest to the
system's curriculwn inlplementation staff and are illustrated in the comments
following: "They've shown us some Power Point presentations about defining
that technology isn't ICT." TIns teacher identifies a fW1damental problem
fowld in many schools and Imown from anecdotal reports to be mdespread.
The need to delineate between information and communication technologies
(lCTs) and KIA Technology remains problematic. Another teacher told us:
"... my specialist area is Home Econonrics, so I actually feel tllat the
technology practice is very similar to the way I have always taught. I feel
fanliliar ,~~ili technology practice process in that sense." This teacher links
technology to her current practice in home econonrics but did not deal mtll
the issue of outcomes or conceptual understanding. This was a common
position in schools in botll districts.

Outcomes-based Syllabuses

Outcomes appear to be poorly understood and we are concerned at the
approaches taken towards 'making sense of outcomes'. IdentifYing what
outcomes mean 111 terms of technology practice and conceptual
understandings seem to rely on a variant of tlle 'do-know' idea used by tlle
curriculum developers. Whilst it is easy to identifY technology practice (the
procedural aspects of technology) from an outcome, a common belief in
schools is that the remaining part of the outcome defines 'the know' or
content knowledge. That is, the knowledge and the Imowledge about skills
and processes. Our observations show that teachers do not clearly identify
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learning linked to an outcome; rather, they move
content and activities that 'might' be related to the

\.-\AIHVJ.Ogy Syllabus Guidelines (QSA, 2003b) provide useful
assist teachers surmount this barrier but this document is not

Teachers told us that they vvere not fanllliar with this element of
reinforcing our view that paper-based and e

'Lll'-J·L.LUl..J.."'._AALJ are alone insufficient to transforn1 teaching or introduce a syllabus
is both ne,,y and different. In many instances, we found these

support materials within the schools' resources centres
either unlU10Wl1 to staff or unused. Of concern to the
tIns conversation, confirmation of the previous comment and

~''''f''r>.YV'I'''''''''''.""" in discussion with teachers from both districts.

Have you had much contact or use with the initial in-service
materials?

actual syllabus documents?

and the CD and the training pack?

through the nmovators schools conference last year
that I went to.

Have you come across the elaborations in the initial In
service materials?

think I might have seen them but I'm not I'm not really
familiar ,¥ith a lot of things.

JlJL"'--'~Jl '--"'-'lU.Jl.~-!-. to note that the ways in which schools engaged vvith and
vutcomes varied. In one district, teachers became skilled in

ld""l")j-lt"Tllnrr Jl"-'U~A.LjLl.LF. experiences appropriate to outcomes. These teachers had
with a scaffold to aid this process: the LITE matrix (Jones &

,,yhich asks teachers to identify learning of four types;
societal and teclmical. Identifying these types of

clear what ~rill be assessed, together with informing the
-r.!r"1t,,,,,, ••,,,.,,. process. Ow- in-class observations and discussions with teachers in

showed that teaching was enhanced for those teachers using the
.L.L.L'-J'Lllj,.LA"--·'U!. or othen¥ise. They expressed pleasure n1 having a tool that

issues of assessment and planning at the same time.

district approached "vorking 'i\rith outcomes in a different
conversation belo,!\' reveals a method that gives cause for
"re go fronl the outcomes to core content and then we take

core content. So since I've been at this school I have
to go back to an outcome and say okay, is this
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appropriate conceptual learning linked to an outcome; rather, they move
directIy to developing content and activities tIlat 'might' be related to the
outcome. The Technology Syllabus Guidelines (QSA, 2003b) provide useful
elaborations to assist teachers SWTIlount tIus barrier but tllis docunlent is not
in wide use. Teachers told us that they were not familiar with this element of
the syllabus documentation; reinforcing om view that paper-based and e
documents are alone insufficient to transform teaching or intmduce a syllabus
that for many is both new and different. In many instances, we found these
documents and support materials within the schools' resources centres
(libraries) and either unlmown to staff or unused. Of concern to the
researchers was tIus conversation, confirmation of the previous comment and
not Wlcommon in discussion with teachers from bolli districts.

]olm:

Candy:

]olm:

Anna:

]olm:

Have you had much contact or use with the initial in-service
materials?

The actual syllabus documents?

and the CD and the training pack?

Yes, only through the umovators schools conference last year
that I went to.

Have you come across the elaborations III the initial Ill

service materials?

Candy: I tIlink I nught have seen them but I'm not I'm not really
familiar with a lot of tIlings.

It was interesting to note that the ways in wruch schools engaged with and
used outcomes in planning varied. In one district, teachers became skilled in
identifying learning experiences appropriate to outcomes. These teachers had
been provided \\~th a scaffold to aid tllis process: tile LITE matrix (Jones &
Moreland, 2002), wluch asks teachers to identify learning of fom types;
conceptual, procedmal, societal and technical. Identifyulg these types of
le,u"ning makes clear what \\~l be assessed, together witIl informing the
planning process. Om in-class observations and discussions \~th teachers ill
this district showed that teachulg was enhanced for those teachers USUlg the
matrix, modified or othern~se. They expressed pleasme ill having a tool that
could resolve the issues of assessment and plannulg at the same time.

Schools in the other district approached workillg \\~tIl outcomes in a different
manner. The conversation below reveals a metIlod that gives cause for
concern: "Okay we go from tile outcomes to core content and then we take
our activities from core content. So since I've been at this school I have
haven't had the necessitY' to go back to an outcome and say okay, is dus
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covered what I am doing here because the content is being
outcomes and we are covering the content." Here, writs

IjAI('LLLAJ,'V"-A to address agreed outcomes and these determine 'appropriate'
teacher aSSUlnes that the content will support the conceptual

could find no evidence of any cross-checking and whether or
did in fact contribute to conceptual understanding, process,

1~his approach is somewhat problematic because it reduces
content. Conceptual outcomes are implied but not

pUUUJ.ilJ.5 documents, leaving the teacher with too nlany choices
A.A.A.~J"'-'U."''''''--'A.'--'J..ltlL- direction. One teacher explained to us ho,,,, she understood

outcomes: "... I believe that probably what I'll1 doing is certainly
outcon1es but I couldn't tell you what outcomes are fitting into

go the process, design, investigation, production and
eV;l1uanon process in most of n1Y units that I teach but I haven't actually gone

outcomes and aliE:ued thenl into each one."

teacher shared vvith us this story: "... I honestly don't find the time to
look at my planning and then align the object, the outcomes in

lllade tinle but and I know that's something I've
to do for a long time." This teacher realises a ,,,,eakness

outcomes, but is unable to find time to deal vvith problems of
is a,vare. This is a poignant message to systems about the need for

plcHllung tin1e.

indeterminate approach is of concern; first, because it is unlikely that
outcomes are being met and second, because the problem is not

other teachers or persons who should recognise the V\reakness
This points to the issue of misunderstanding of how outcomes

used and interpreted. It is our belief that better scaffolding (such as
the LffE nlatrix) ,,,,ould benefit teachers vvhen interpreting,

fJH:JL.lJLlJUUl.l;>;, teachIng and assessing outcomes.

from the other district confmn tllis vie,~r of supporting teachers
targets' at the beginning of the planning process.

cnprrhnn IT content, the matrix returns tl1e focus to teclmological
\,--,,,--,.ltJ.'-.",'-'t_-"L<u.{AA and technical). The matrix has been sho,vn to help
one district to identifY concise technological leanling that students

units of ,,,,ork. It scaffolded the definition of the task clearly
hovv tlle students 'J\rill bring together different aspects of

rrwv'\1'>L:dD the task.

teachers to supply information under the folloV\ring
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outcome being covered by what I am doing here because the content is being
drawn from those outcomes and we are covering the content." Here, units
are planned to address agreed outcomes and these determine 'appropriate'
content. The teacher assumes that the content will support the conceptual
outcomes. We could find no evidence of any cross-checking and whether or
not the end result did in fact contribute to conceptual understanding, process,
attitude or skills. This approach is somewhat problematic because it reduces
outcomes to mostly content. Conceptual outcomes are implied but not
specified in planning documents, leaving tlle teacher with too many choices
and insufficient direction. One teacher explained to us how she wlderstood
and used outcomes: "... I believe that probably what I'm doing is certainly
meeting the outcomes but I couldn't tell you what outcomes are fitting into
my wlit. I go through the process, design, investigation, production and
evaluation process in most of my units that I teach but I haven't actually gone
to the outcomes and aligned them into each one."

Another teacher shared with us this story: "... I honestly don't find the time to
sit down and look at my planning and tllen align the object, the outcomes in
there. I haven't honestly made time but and I know tllat's something I've
been meaning to do for a long time." This teacher realises a weakness
working with outcomes, but is unable to find time to deal vvith problems of
which she is aware. This is a poignant message to systems about the need for
planning tinle.

This indeterminate approach is of concern; first, because it is unlikely that
appropriate outcomes are being met and second, because the problem is not
recognised by other teachers or persons who should recognise the weakness
of this idea. This points to the issue of misunderstanding of how outcomes
should be used and interpreted. It is our belief that better scaffolding (such as
that provided by the LITE matrix) would benefit teachers when interpreting,
planning, teaching and assessing outcomes.

Observations from the other district confirm dlis view of supporting teachers
to develop 'conceptual targets' at the beginning of fue planning process.
Rather than specifying content, the matrix returns dle focus to teclmological
outcomes (conceptual and technical). The matrix has been shown to help
teachers in one district to identify concise technologicalleaming dlat students
will wldertake in units of work. It scaffolded the definition of the task clearly
and considers how tlle students will bring togetller different aspects of
technology to complete the task.

This matrix prompts teachers to supply information under the following
headings:
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design task in the client system);

(called strands in the client system);

student technological practice. (The operationalisation of
'-'\JH,-eDtual, procedural, societal and technical aspects in student

- integrating all four aspects in undertaking
C01l1pleung the technology task.);

'LA.lU\.A_VLLHU learning outcomes. (Knowledge and understanding of
iprl~ro..l..~r~1 concepts and procedures .);

Procedural lean1ing outcomes. (Knowing how to do something,
to do and vvhen to do it.);

'---"J'-'''~LU..L learnmg outcomes. (Aspects related to the inter-relationship
fprhn ..l .. lnr and groups of people.);

prhnlr-:b I !p-:bl---nlncr outcomes. (Skills related to manuaVpractical

noted that in one of the districts studied, variations of this matrix
use. We exnlored this and the teachers said they found it a useful

some adaptation to local needs whilst retaining its
This idea of working with outcomes has a natural link to the next
nrpcp-ntprl itself.

Assessment

often presents as a 'bolt-on' to existing themes and units in
schools. This can be attributed to its late 'run for a place' in the

'VUUl..... JI'L''lA......ILL ........ stakes and in primary schools, the common belief that it is little
'-'''--'IVJlJljhJILJI.'V'l''''_'-''-A art and craft. Secondary schools have been more

rpronceptualizing technology, partly because it aligns better with
'-'U-lJl'-''-,lAJ. In secondary, it also has a budget line and funding support.

no school in either district that had explored the planning tool
support materials and many indicated that they had

Hovv to assess outcomes continues to be problematic, a
given the problems of vvorking with outcomes

Teachers continue to view assessment as something tl1at
end. \iVe found little evidence of assessment being planned

content earlv in the planning cycle. \Ve suggest that a tool such
& Moreland, 2002) might ensure tl1at assessment

important part of the planning cycle. If teachers know from
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• Task defInition {called design task in the client system);

Technological area/s (called strands in the client system);

• Overall student technological practice. (The operationalisation of
the conceptual, procedural, societal and technical aspects in student
technological practice - integrating all four aspects in undertaking
and completing the technology task.);

Conceptual learning outcomes. (Knowledge and understanding of
relevant teclmological concepts and procedures.);

• Procedural leaming outcomes. (Knowing how to do something,
what to do and when to do it.);

• Societalleaming outcomes. (Aspects related to the inter-relationship
between technology and groups of people.);

Technicalleaming outcomes. (Skills related to manuaVpractical
techniques.)

hUp:/!lV\\'\v.lki.org.nz/r/tcchuology!lcch !'csearch/lile c.php

We have noted that in one of the districts studied, variations of this matrix
were in use. We explored this and the teachers said they found it a useful
tool, albeit requiring some adaptation to local needs whilst retaining its
integrity. TIllS idea of working with outcomes has a natural link to the next
issue that presented itself.

Planning and Assessment

Technology often presents as a 'bolt-on' to eXIstIng themes and units in
primary schools. TIllS can be attributed to its late 'run for a place' in the
curriculum stakes and in primary schools, the common belief that it is little
more than sophisticated art and craft Secondary schools have been more
successful in reconceptualizing technology, partly because it aligns better with
existi.ng subjects. In secondary, it also has a budget line and funding support.
We could fInd no school in either district tllat had explored the planning tool
provided in the syllabus support materials and many indicated that they had
no knowledge of it. How to assess outcomes continues to be problematic, a
not surprising position given ilie problems of working wiili outcomes
discussed previously. Teachers continue to view assessment as sometlllng iliat
happens at the end. Wc found little evidence of assessment being planned
alongside the content early in the planning cycle. We suggest iliat a tool such
as the LITE matrix (Jones & Moreland, 2002) might ensure iliat assessment
is an integral and important part of tlle planning cycle. If teachers know from
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are hoping to achieve (and LITE scaffolds this), then
r,('(',o.C'C"Yrt,31f--.1- """,r'''Y·f-, • ..-... i·",,.., become evident.

both districts expressed a desire to share ideas and practice
and districts. Schools ,,,,anted to ""ork across districts to reduce
and share their resources. Schools suggested developing a

newsletter or website to support cuni.culum idea sharing, indicating that the
'rI.r,Q,'{n"'~~C'hr distributed [yom head office to the innovator schools had

'rhe conunents following from teachers support this need for
"... probably some examples of units fyom other schools.

been son1e coming through the Internet. We've been accessing those
other schools. To see what they're doing is always helpful ... what I

is to simply talk with other teachers in my particular
area rather than I suppose the cattle dip style of professional

'UO.'Vv ,,-,,1.,-, 1·';,1.,1.,1."..".4..1.'-' - one dose hits all." These teachers are talking of the frustration
in geographically isolated communities where the support

of coastal and urban schools are not widely available.

research auestions asked:

P~J. \.o~.l V \.oU needs and technology education expectations of
m1ple:m(~ntLnga new syllabus??

vision do schools have for technology? Ho'''' can schools be assisted
rt,o.,rr,o.l,r''''''l1nrr tllls vision?

do schools have in place to enhance ",,,,orkiug
under the ne'~T syllabus?

and actions enhance or inhibit the syllabus's

the research tell us that ~rill enable the system to better

A'llc'-'U"-' .......... '--'Jl.Jl. '-'1'-A"-'L'lLll'IJ'AA 1. The crux of effective teaching is familiarity with ~That is
111~riprcl-rll'"l,rf1r'IT how it can be taught in response to diverse learner

teachers with ,,,,hom ,,,,e have engaged have been willing to
which rich technology experiences can be delivered in their
one teachers, received high levels of inten1al and
over a sustained period of time. We believe the expression

~Tell describes this group. In the other disui.ct,
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the outset what they are hoping to achieve (and LITE scaffolds this), then
assessment opportunities become evident.

Networks

Teachers in both districts expressed a desire to share ideas and practice
across schools and districts. Schools wanted to work across districts to reduce
their isolation ;md share their resources. Schools suggested developing a
newsletter or website to support cuni.culum idea sharing, indicating that the
units previously distributed from head office to the innovator schools had
been useful. The comments following from teachers support tills need for
better networks: "... probably some examples of units from otller schools.
There's been some coming through the Internet. We've been accessing those
units from other schools. To see what they're doing is always helpful ... what I
would find really helpful is to simply talk with other teachers in my particular
technology area rather than I suppose the cattle dip style of professional
development - one dose lllts all." These teachers are talking of tile frustration
caused by working in geographically isolated communit"ies where the support
structures of coastal and urban schools are not widely available.

DISCUSSION

The research questions asked:

1. \Vhat are tile perceived needs and technology education expectations of
schools implementing a new syllabus??

2. \Vhat vision do schools have for technology? How can schools be assisted
in developing tills vision?

3. \¥hat strategies do schools have III place to enhance "working
technologically" under tile new syllabus?

4. \¥hat factors and act"ions enhance or inhibit the syllabus's
implementation?

\Vhat tllen did the research tell us that will enable the system to better
implement the syllabus?

Research quest"ion 1. The crux of effective teaching is familiarity '.\i.th what is
taught and underst;mding how it can be taught in response to diverse learner
needs. The teachers with whom we have engaged have been willing to
explore ways in which rich technology experiences can be delivered in tlleir
classrooms. In one distli.ct, teachers, received high levels of intemal and
extemal support over a sustained period of time. We believe the expression
'community of leamers' well describes this group. In tile otller disni.ct,
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way of one-off, one-day sessions that typify traditional top
in both districts told us that the top-do"7J.1 model was not

would suggest that the system review the current practice of
C'~~1t,1t"'lr"h,..--.rr curriculum implementation through the production of print and

and that the system review the roles of education advisers
towards a 1110del where key teachers in schools and districts are

implementation. The key teacher model (DI) has
successful and susL:'1inable. PD appears more useful when teachers
sustained support in the implementation. Teachers and schools

continue to be supported in developing an understanding of how to

sense of outcomes, particularly the explicit identification of embedded

h<L"'·£..~·>l'-".' quesnon 2. S01l1e schools appear to have developed sound and
"''''"t'rf>"t, ....... '''f'o views of technology as a KLA; however, pockets of confusion

information and commw1ication technologies (ICTs) and KLA
'pro·t--.r"lrd.r,rn;r remain. We ""ould suggest that schools be helped navigate their

the opportunities for planning, teaching and assessment that are
"'-'Jl.Jl. ..LU'--'-Jl.'--ll'-''LI. in the Initial Technology In-service materials and perhaps this

enhanced through the scaffolding provided by the LITE matrix.
and sharing these resources will enhance teaching and

3: Primary schools are endeavouring to adapt existing
of that pre-date the syllabus release. This has not

successful for a number of reasons: reluctance to rewrite materials
of time and money to do so. Systems should assume

rpC''i,r,r1lClnlhhr for through on curriculun1 renewal. This is a shared
~ud'prn-l;;rhool-teacherresponsibility. Continuing professional development

ne(=es~ntv if teachers are to develop robust Technology PCK. We
suggest that teachers and schools be encouraged to phase in new or

and build networks and partnerships that facilitate teaching W1it
hovv-to.

'--fLl''-'JLJl'J-LJl. 4: We have noted that it is the interaction between a
issues that luake implementation difficult. These issues include:

IL'VJUlJJl'-fJlJlLJ betw-een iluplementation models, leaders' percepti.ons of the priority
vie\vs of Technology held by teachers, schools and

relates to other KlAs; how planning and
best occw-; lack of w1derstanding of outcomes-based learning;

support for techll0logy: networks; resources and physical
need to be differentiated, competitions diminished alld
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support was by way of one-off, one-day sessions that typify traditional top
down PD. Teachers in both districts told us that the top-down model was not
effective.

In light of this, we would suggest that the system review the current practice of
supporting curriculum implementation through the production of print and
electronic media and that the system review the roles of education advisers
and move towards a model where key teachers in schools and districts are
trained in specific syllabus implementation. The key teacher model (Dl) has
proven successful and sustainable. PD appears more useful when teachers
receive sustained support in the implementation. Teachers and schools
should continue to be supported in developing an UIlderstanding of how to
make sense of outcomes, particularly the explicit identification of embedded
conceptual understanding.

Research question 2. Some schools appear to have developed sound and
appropriate views of technology as a KiA; however, pockets of confusion
between information and communication technologies (lCTs) and KiA
teclmology remain. We would suggest that schools be helped navigate their
way through the opportunities for planning, teaching and assessment that are
embedded in the Initial Technology In-service materials and perhaps this
could be enhanced through the scaffolding provided by the LITE matrix.
Understanding and sharing these resources will enhance teaching and
learning in Technology.

Research question 3: Primary schools are endeavouring to adapt existing
materials (units of work) that pre-date the syllabus release. This has not
proven successful for a nUIllber of reasons: reluctance to rewrite materials
and/or lack of time and money to do so. Systems should assume
responsibility for following through on curriculunl renewal. This is a shared
system-school-teacher responsibility. Continuing professional development
(CPD) is a necessity if teachers are to develop robust Technology PCK. We
would suggest that teachers and schools be encouraged to phase in new or
adapted units and build networks and partnerships that facilitate teaching unit
renewal, the how-to.

Research question 4: We have noted that it is the interaction between a
nunlber of issues that make implementation difficult. These issues include:
tensions bet'ween implementation models, leaders' percep60ns of the priority
of competing KLAs; views of Technology held by teachers, schools and
districts; how Technology relates to other KLAs; how planning and
assessment can best occw'; lack of wlderstanding of outcomes-based learning;
time for technology; support for technology: networks; resources and physical
space. These issues need to be differentiated, competitions diminished and
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are needed to ensure that Teclmology is
L:'}:'}LHlldl elen1ent of the curriculum in all schools; that materials

trained to show how Technology can
lllLL~.ldLLU into units of \iVork; that synergies within Technology

and other KlAs be identified and enhanced; and
identified and trained vvitI1 expertise in planning and

IJUJ. ticular emphasis on 'making sense' of outcomes.

UDJ!dl<:llL models of Technology implen1entation that are
issues: the n10dels of in1plementation and the leadersllip

various administrative levels. These issues impact on Technology
in \iVays that both help and hinder teaching and

ne\iV KLA. The district tl1at showed a high level of
and support for teachers has made considerable progress

a 'community of learners' with a common interest in
outcomes for students. The second district has not

as far. In the light of d1is, vve believe that existing models of
lL.lJlJlIJJ.\.~JU•. JlvJlAILUU.\.J.lA need to be changed so that they are more indicative and

of the needs, understandings and learning styles of teachers. The
of the district that chose to develop the key teacher model should
noted and subjected to further research. It would be interesting to

well schools sustain and maintain the key teacher role. The second
district) relied on delivering generic (traditional)

strategies and lacked the specificity required for re
...... \.J;lA............,.JIL.-LLlOlJ.J..:JU.L1l·\.JAA of a syllabus that is new and different. For technology to

as a part of a suite of KLAs, commitment that is tangible and
be reauired from all partners in the process.

J..L.dUCIUY of'rechnological Sciences & Engineering. (2002). The
'lA~"'.'-'...............,!-o, of science and technology in Australian prin1ary schools: a

for concern. Parkville, Victoria: Author.

(1994). Introduction: Entering the field of
In N.K. Denzin & Y.S. Lncoln (Eds.) .

.JI. .1I..Ol.l.AUlUV'\.JA'I... of qualitative research. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage

.LA1U\.-,dUVU, Science and Training (2004) The sufficiency of
...... .J'-.JLll.... '''-....... u for Australian primary schools. CanbelTa: Author.
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synergIes enhanced. Strategies are needed to ensure that Teclmology is
viewed as an essential element of the curriculum in all schools; that materials
be developed and personnel trained to show how Technology can
successfully be integrated into units of work; that synergies within Technology
,md between Technology and other KIAs be identified and enhanced; and
that key teachers be identified and trained with expertise in planning and
assessrnent, with a particular emphasis on 'making sense' of outcomes.

CONCLUSION

There appear to be disparate models of Technology implementation that are
related to two issues: the models of inlplementation and the leadership
shown at various administrative levels. These issues impact on Teclmology
syllabus implementation in ways that both help and hinder teaching and
learning in tllls new KIA. The district tl1at showed a high level of
involvement and support for teachers has made considerable progress
towards developing a 'community of learners' witll a common interest in
Technology learning outcomes for students. The second district has not
progressed as far. In the light of this, we believe that existing models of
implementallon need to be changed so that they are more indicative and
supportive of the needs, understandings and learning styles of teachers. The
success of the district that chose to develop the key teacher model should
also be noted and subjected to further research. It would be interesting to
know how well schools sustain and maintain the key teacher role. The second
model (second district) relied on delivering generic (traditional)
implementation strategies and lacked the specificity required for re
conceptualisation of a syllabus that is new and different. For technology to
take its place as a part of a suite of KLAs, commitment that is tangible and
enduring will be required from all partners in the process.
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